NoSmartMeter.org Mission Statement
Right To Choose & Goals
Analog Meters were removed and Smart Meters installed under duress due to illegal extortion tactics.
The People have Constitutional Rights to reject computerization attached to their private space.
We did not give permission or agree. Implied Consent is illegal and infringement of our constitutional rights.
It is our goal to expose the opt out fees as illegal targeted discrimination due to smart meters costing more to report
power usage thereby exposing that charges are only on the ones refusing the upgrade and also that the illegal opt out
fees were used to bully/coerce most of the population in deployment areas to succumb to the financial threats and
receive a smart meter.
Our rights to protect our home area are now being violated by State Approved Coercion. We aim to expose that
extortion tactics were used against ones not wanting computerized devices in the control of others attached to their
homes and, that such extortion coercion resulted in constitutional violation of large portions of the population, that we
believe would have rejected smart meters had they known more and not have been threatened with Fines/Fees. Now,
these people are being controlled by a $169 Smart Meter Removal and Digital Install, plus monthly penalties/fees, to
make sure they stay with that smart meter.
We want non-computerized analog meter choice available to all at no cost and return home privacy rights.
Anyone wanting a smart meter should have that option along with full disclosure of the immediate and long term costs
and risks associated with the smart grid upgrade and also accept responsibility for these costs, not putting them on to
ones not partaking in the upgrade.
We feel that only a US Supreme Court decision the 2 issues will stop this Telecommunication invasion on our private
living space. This is so important. This invasion and control on our homes must be stopped .
th
Issue #1: 4 Amendment Violations
Issue #2: Coercion financial discrimination fees
Our desire is to unite Oregonians in persuading publicly paid Attorneys to take action and sue the OPUC for illegal
th
financial discrimination fees used to violate 4 Amendment Rights also in violation of state law ORS 756.040.
Our Goal is to restore human rights by uniting Oregonians in taking the Governor appointed Oregon Public Utilities
Commission Commissioners to court by publicly paid attorneys who will push this to the US Supreme Court if we lose in
Oregon.

Below are some demands we the people can make:
1: Analog Meters (without computerization) available to all at no cost:
2: Elimination & Refund of All Opt Out Fees for Refusing Smart Meters.
3: Elimination & Refund of Fees for Smart Meter Removal & Digital Meter or Analog Meter Installation:
Charging for removing the smart meter is clearly illegal since smart meter was installed under duress and coercion.

NoSmartMeter.org Mission Statement
Methods to Success
1: Educate:
A: Become an Advocate for NoSmartMeter.org in your community.
B: Educate and Speak at County Commissioner, City Counsel, etc.
C: Seek out every possible Club and Organization to speak at.
C: Set up Work Shops and Town Hall Meetings with short lectures. Sign up people for the email list to keep them
informed of your local actions Locally & receive updates of what is going on Statewide.
2: Peacefully Protest at every opportunity:
A: Have protest signs available.
B: Encourage NO Political conversations. All must Unite in Love for Community.
C: Respect laws, Stay on public areas, sidewalks, parks etc.
D: Have Business type cards and/or flyers ready to hand out.
3: File Lawsuits
A: Educate and motivate all Counties and Cities in our State to join in Law Suits against the OPUC.
B: Recruit champion Attorneys paid by public funds to take the lead.

